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Greasemonkey

- Available at http://greasemonkey.mozdev.org
- “Bookmarklets on Crack” – Author Aaron Boodman @ OSCON 2005
- Great for fixing up web pages so they look nice / work better.
- Now, no Javascript skills required for simple stuff, thanks to Platypus!
- Demo
Monkeyspaw

- Available at [http://www.planb-security.net/userscripts/](http://www.planb-security.net/userscripts/)
- Takes advantage of integration and scripting features of Greasemonkey
- Demo
Resources

- Greasemonkey Developers Mailing List
  - http://www.mozdev.org/mailman/listinfo/greasemonkey
- Dive Into Greasemonkey by Mark Pilgrim
  - Scripts at http://examples.oreilly.com/greasemonkeyhks/
- Userscripts.org
  - Lots and lots of example scripts
- The Web Programmer’s Desk Reference by Cohen & Cohen
  - Great cross-platform index of CSS & Javascript elements
Thanks!

(ANDi, the world’s first genetically engineered monkey)